Texture differentiation using audio signal analysis with robotic interventional instruments.
Robotic minimally invasive surgery (RMIS) has played an important role in the last decades. In traditional surgery, surgeons rely on palpation using their hands. However, during RMIS, surgeons use the visual-haptics technique to compensate the missing sense of touch. Various sensors have been widely used to retrieve this natural sense, but there are still issues like integration, costs, sterilization and the small sensing area that prevent such approaches from being applied. A new method based on acoustic emission has been recently proposed for acquiring audio information from tool-tissue interaction during minimally invasive procedures that provide user guidance feedback. In this work the concept was adapted for acquiring audio information from a RMIS grasper and a first proof of concept is presented. Interactions of the grasper with various artificial and biological texture samples were recorded and analyzed using advanced signal processing and a clear correlation between audio spectral components and the tested texture were identified.